TREASURE HUNT
A reward awaits anyone bold enough to
complete all the steps of the treasure map
in a single day, but who’s heroic enough to
complete it in a single sitting?

Materials Needed:

Page 2 of this document printed off.
A counter, dice, lego mini-figure of other item
suitable to act as a place marker.
An attractive reward!

Instructions
Make sure you’re both in a good mood and ready
to play a fun game.
Put your counter / place marker on the red circle
to begin and follow the instructions.
Move on to the next space every time a challenge
is completed. As soon as it gets too much move
away from the piano and go to a different activity.

Return to the game throughout the day, with the
aim of getting all the steps done in one day. If
you only get part way, no problem! Just try again
tomorrow.
If your child get’s really good at completing this in
one day it’s time to attempt the whole journey in
one go tomorrow.

...and most importantly agree on a reward and
have it ready for each time they’ve completed the
last challenge!!

Start here, sitting
tall, feet flat in
front and with
perfect
Twinkle Hands

RH - Please Squeeze Me

HT - Twinkle theme

RH - Au clare de la lune

X3

X3

(x3)

Contrast the big and small
sounds as much as you can

All joined up—no gaps!

Watch those rests!

POSTURE CHECK
Are your feet still planted in
front of you?

LH - Goodbye to Winter

HT - Little Playmates

LH - Long, Long Ago

(x3)

(x3)

(x3)

Get softer and softer at the end

Are all your dynamics obvious?

Make sure those changing
away chords are correct

POSTURE CHECK
Are your feet still planted in
front of you?

HT - Allegretto 2
(x3)
Work hard at making those
repeating quavers interesting

RH - Allegro

HT - Musette

(x3)

(x3)

Always practice your dropping
down and floating up

Keep LH soft underneath
the singing RH

You made it!
CONGRATULATIONS
...now collect your
reward

